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Introducing Sophia, the intelligent robot!

The School has been organising a wide range of activities to promote STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and 
Mathematics) Education in the school curriculum. One of the highlights this year was the Primary 5 girls’ field trip to the Hong 
Kong Science and Technology Park on 10th June, 2016.

The day kicked off with a series of inspirational talks on the topic ‘Turning What Ifs into What’s Next for Hong Kong’. 
The girls were immensely privileged to learn from Ms Camille Tang, President and Co-founder of Convenient Power; Mr 
Jimmy Tao, CEO of Vitargent; and Mr Doug Glen, Chief Strategy Officer of Hanson Robotics.

Accompanied by the Headmistress, Mrs Dai, chairpersons of the Mathematics, General Studies I and Information and 
Computer Technology (ICT) Departments, as well as representatives from the PTA and parent helpers, the girls visited 
four different eye-opening sites, namely Green 18, Green Trail, Robo Workshop and Robotics Garage.
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Our girls utilising their programming skills to steer 
the electronic models at the Robotics Garage.

Charmaine Tung

“They [the talks] made me think my whole life over. Were all inventors born to 
invent? Surely not. All inventors started with an idea or a random thought. Next, 
they would develop and polish that particular idea they think would help society, 
not just themselves… What if there were anti-stain shirts? What if there were tubes 
or straws that would filter any dirty water into clean, drinkable water?... A life-
changing idea may come to you anywhere or any day. Your tiny suggestion may 
become the next big thing in Hong Kong.”
Grace Daniels

“Ms Camille Tang described how she started from Diocesan Girls’ School as 
a student and got to where she is now; from how she had an infinite sea of 
imagination, to creating a company which produced wireless chargers… Ms Tang 
said that no matter what other people say, you must believe in yourself.” Students team up against robots to solve the 

Rubix Cube in the shortest time possible!

Maggie Barnett

“Mr Jimmy Tao comes from a company called Vitargent. He said the three main 
things required to start his company were money, ideas and people. Of the three, he 
thinks that people are the most important. Vitargent’s mission is to use bio-testing 
to determine whether there is poison in products using fish embryos. If the fish 
embryos change colour, it shows that there are toxins in the product.”

STEM Education at DGJSSTEM Education at DGJS

Vanessa Yip

“My favourite part was when everybody had a chance to meet the flabbergasting 
robot, Sophia. She was an intelligent robot with cameras in her eyes to detect 
expressions and pulses… In the future, robots might help us make food, do chores, or 
even teach in schools! Building robots can impact our lives for the better.”
Just two weeks after the field trip, the Primary 5 girls had the opportunity to write their 
own programmes in the Hour of Code Workshops led by Dr Ray Cheung, Assistant 
Professor of the CityU Apps Lab Director, and created holiday e-cards using Scratch, 
a project designed by MIT Media Lab. We look forward to many more exciting STEM 
activities in the next academic year!

Let’s hear what our girls had to say about their experience!
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Exchange Programme with Singapore 
Chinese Girls’ School

Representatives from SCGS and DGJS join hands to 
perform a heartwarming song during assembly.

The girls deeply involved in their discussion during the ‘Dialogue on
Asian Cities’ mini forum.

Beyond the ClassroomBeyond the Classroom

Seventeen girls from Singapore Chinese Girls’ School (SCGS) visited DGJS from 17th to 20th November, 2015. The SCGS girls were each 
paired with a Primary Six student and were immersed in classes to experience school life at DGJS. Students of both schools engaged in 
a mini-forum, “Dialogue on Asian Cities”, to share the differences and similarities of their cities and discuss challenges faced by students 
in both cities. It was an insightful exchange of ideas and the students actively participated in the forum.

Mrs Chiang arranged a wonderful music collaboration with students from both schools and formed a DGJS-SCGS joint choir to perform 
a song in assembly on the last day of their visit.

DGJS will be visiting SCGS from 17th to 22nd July, 2016. Mrs N Yau and Miss W Lau will accompany 24 students to Singapore with two 
parent helpers.
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Focus on Developing Social-emotional Skills
Dr. Sharon Ng has joined our school as a part-time Wellness Specialist, and has been employing fun and 
engaging activities to help students understand themselves better, hone their 
relationship skills, manage stress and make responsible decisions.

At DGJS, we believe that social-emotional skills are important to our students’ 
success in life, not only in career development but also in relationships. We 
encourage all our girls to make use of this positive resource.

During the second term of the school year, Dr Sharon has been educating 
students on the topic of bullying, kindness and gratitude. Everyone in school 
now better understands what bullying really is, what each person can do to 
stop bullying, and what the consequences of bullying are. The School hopes 
that through these activities, girls can understand the importance of kindness 
and how acts of kindness towards people in our school community can build a 
strong culture of respect and gratitude within our beloved school walls.

Our girls learning how to deal with bullying.

Diocesan Girls’ Junior School and Diocesan Boys’ School 
Primary Division Curriculum Exchange Visits
Did you know that exchange programmes are not for students 
only? Teachers also seek exchange opportunities to enhance 
their teaching skills and knowledge.

The School participated in a curriculum exchange with 
Diocesan Boys’ School Primary Division (DBSPD), which took 
place on 23rd and 24th February, 2016. The teaching staff of 
both schools went into each other’s classrooms for lesson 
observation and split into groups for evaluation afterwards.

Not only were the teachers able to experience the teaching 
and learning styles of mutual schools during these visits, but 
they also had a rewarding time exchanging ideas with one 
another regarding the lesson plans 
and the curricula of both schools. 
These ideas were later brought 
back to the respective departments 
as part of staff development and 
enhancement of their teaching 
strategies.

Girls created their own Kindness Trees to spread the 
message of being kind and caring to others.

Exchange of souvenirs between Mrs 
Rakesh Nair Chandni and Mrs Nina Yau, 
the deputy heads of DBSPD and DGJS.

The Headmistresses, Ms Phyllis 
Lo and Mrs Emily Dai, along with 
teachers from both schools pose 
for a photo at DBSPD after a fruitful 
day of lesson observation and 
discussion.
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In May, various programmes were held for the Primary 6 girls to relax and have fun after 
their Final Examinations. The retreat at St Andrew’s Church and M21 were two of them.

Primary 6 Retreat
The main focus of the retreat at St Andrew’s Church was to equip our Primary 6 girls with a positive 
attitude to face challenges in the future, especially when they enter a new learning environment 
in the Senior School. Through the ‘Five Love Languages’, the girls learnt how to improve their 
relationship with their family and peers.

Through these activities conducted by Mrs Carol Strydom, Miss Emma Ash and Mrs Lisa Card, 
the girls were given the opportunities to lead, cooperate and observe each other within their 
groups.

Thanks must be given to the devoted instructors from St Andrew’s Church, who have 
constantly been working with the School to provide the girls with spiritual nurturing and 
pastoral care, as well as our parent facilitators from the PTA who assisted on that day.

M21
Organised by the Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups Jockey Club, M21 proved to be an 
exciting excursion for our girls. In the fully furnished studios, the girls had a glimpse of the 
multimedia business through the authentic experience of 
being radio broadcasters, news anchors and camera crew 
members.

Our athletes pose for a photo with Mrs Dai and 
PE teachers, Mrs L Fung and Miss E Poon.

Happy faces at the retreat!

Filming a TV episode in the studio

Recording their show like a pro!

Our girls achieved excellent results in sports this year. It was great to see the girls 
demonstrate their school spirit in the challenging yet rewarding competitions as 
they competed with swimmers and athletes from many other schools. What is most 
worthy of mentioning is that both teams clinched the Grand Slam in the Kowloon 
West Area Inter-Primary Schools Competitions. The girls were very delighted that 
their hard work paid off. The competitions ended on a festive note, with girls feeling 
pleased to receive their hard-earned trophies and medals.

Achievements in SportsAchievements in Sports

Excursions for Primary 6 GirlsExcursions for Primary 6 Girls

Our swimmers receiving their medals and 
trophy from Mrs Dai during morning assembly. 


